In this edition of Desider, you will see a gamut of the most innovative projects across DE&S as we continue to harness emerging technologies and develop battle-winning capabilities.

Over the last 12-months, DE&S has demonstrated our agility and just how much can be achieved when supporting Defence critical outputs – as well as wider government taskings – in extreme circumstances.

Through discipline and ingenuity, we have adapted brilliantly in the face of COVID-19 and demonstrated resilience and dedication. These same characteristics are needed when considering novel and innovative ways of delivering the very best for our armed forces.

The announcement of the £16.5-billion four-year settlement is a fantastic boost for defence and provides the means to modernise and equip for the threats and opportunities of a rapidly changing world. We await the imminent Integrated Review (IR) that will undoubtedly determine our future direction and how we equip and support the UK’s armed forces in operations now and in the future. This will also present an opportunity for DE&S to build on our successful ‘COVID campaign’ and reconfigure and focus on the new programmes and capability requirements.

The IR will likely illustrate that now, more than ever, the threat from our adversaries is diversifying. To combat this effectively, we must strive to accelerate innovations from idea to solution. We must be bold in utilising unconventional methods in what we are delivering and how we deliver it.

We must be bold in utilising unconventional methods in what we are delivering and how we deliver it.

On page 8 you will read about the DE&S Buy And Try at Scale (BATS) commercial model that is channelling just that: a fast-paced commercial process that eliminates inefficiencies and delivers the very best equipment and support straight into the hands of the user in much quicker timescales.

We are starting to build a strong culture of innovation, placing it at the centre of our organisation. We must keep pace with the modern world by adapting to new ways of working, new technologies, and securing access to the right talent and skills.

This brings me to highlighting our fantastic DE&S apprentices who we recently celebrated during National Apprenticeship Week. I am extremely proud of our apprenticeship scheme and it was great to gain insight into their valuable cross-function experience and hear of their involvement working on some of our most complex projects.

Looking to the future it is important to remember that no matter the challenges we’ve faced – this year and in previous years – we’ve continued to develop as an organisation and move in the right direction. I am looking forward to the challenges ahead and the continuous evolution of Defence.
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Innovation across DE&S
– a look back
I believe that we are all innovative by nature. It is human nature to find imaginative ways of doing things better. In the context of defence equipment, it is easy to consider innovation as being focused on new, cutting-edge technology, but we must also think about innovation in how we do business and the way we think. For example, the COVID-19 pandemic has required all of us to think innovatively about how we conduct our everyday lives and our work. So I am going to talk about three things: innovation in battlespace technology, business processes, and our own thinking. Our adversaries are good at this, deploying technology in new and creative methods. We must be even better.

There are numerous examples across DE&S where the teams are exploring innovative, world-leading technologies and driving to deliver capabilities to our front-line customers – the armed forces. Some of these game-changing technologies are developed as bespoke products for our military users, but increasingly we are harnessing technology developed for a wider civil market and finding innovative ways to exploit it in the military battlespace.

From my own experience working with colleagues across DE&S, I am frequently delighted and fascinated by the plethora of exemplars – from robotic autonomous vehicles and digital twins to augmented reality and cross-sector innovation ecosystems. The list goes on. While it is wonderful to witness these innovative ideas germinate in various pockets around DE&S, I am extremely keen to encourage people to share these ideas and discoveries across our business and bridge the gap to operational exploitation, at pace, with our military users.

In terms of business processes and methods, we should all be looking to consider and explore new approaches. Again, I have seen many great examples across DE&S where people are adopting innovative ways to deliver and support military equipment. For example, rapid application development, use of agile methodology, big data analytics or Robotic Process Automation. As with the technology theme above, many of these methods have been developed and applied at scale in the civil markets, from social media platforms and banking, or indeed with other government departments. We should all be looking to learn from the best and strive to improve our practices and methods, both in our business and the battlespace.

Having touched on innovation in technology and methods, my final topic focuses on our own thinking. The last year has taught us all of us to think innovatively about how we conduct our everyday lives. We have had to review how we engage with our work and our teams, how we embrace alternative technology and applications to conduct business remotely and, critically, how we look after our own wellbeing and that of our friends and families. Sometimes it is these forced and challenging situations which drive our most innovative and creative thinking. Despite the demands, I have been hugely impressed by the ingenuity and determination of people across DE&S to find new, different ways of not just coping, but providing the equipment and support required for our front-line military users who continue to engage on critical operations around the world. This could not have been achieved without some seriously impressive adaptations by people across our business, who continued to support our customers, often in ingenious ways. Some of these changes may have developed through deliberate thinking, but perhaps sometimes they were just subconscious adjustments to our known ways of working.

I want to return to my original theme, that we are all innovative by nature. I encourage everyone to take time to think about how you conduct business and everyday life now, and how can you make further improvements by doing things differently in future.

Defence Innovation - views from the key players

Simon Dakin, Director Integrated Battlespace, on exploiting innovation

I am extremely keen to encourage people to share these ideas and discoveries across our business and bridge the gap to operational exploitation, at pace, with our military users.

Clare Cameron, Director Defence Innovation

The investment of £6.6-billion on military research and development announced in the Spending Review will allow us to deliver the right capabilities to our front-line customers – the armed forces. Some of these investments have been aimed at ensuring MOD is exploiting the most advanced technologies into the hands of our armed forces, enabling them to tackle current and future threats.

One area of particular interest will be Space, and our assured access to it will be fundamental. The threat from adversaries in this maturing domain is real and a step change in our approach is required. The growth of the Space industry and the rapid acceleration of technology means Space offers even greater opportunities for advanced capability through innovation. We have a fertile, capable and enthusiastic baseline from which to spring forward.

DE&S continues to exploit this innovation ecosystem in novel ways, continually contributing significantly to the modernisation of defence. Including the agile contractual framework, Buy And Try At Scale (BATS), Buy And Test At Scale, red teaming, scale procurement at pace, putting products into the hands of the end user to test, iterate and refine the requirement, ensuring optimal capability.

DE&S has also played a pivotal role in the delivery of the Digital Twin project. The concept of a digital twin effectively means embedding digital, digital representation of any part, system or organisation. The concept will provide a window into the future of many of our equipment, enabling us to better understand the effective use of technology into future systems.

We are committed to embedding Agile and lean practices into new technology areas, as well as ensuring that we embed agile practices into the continuous development of operational systems. We also need to do more to partner with others in defence and cross-sector innovation eco-systems.

James Gavin, DE&S Future Capability Group Head

It is worth remembering that DE&S exists in a competitive environment, working to deliver innovative capabilities which will outpace our adversaries and keep operational advantage over those of potential adversaries. For me, innovation is about our capability to put novel ideas, technology and ways of working into practice.

The delivery of cutting-edge ships, aircraft, land and Space systems, are at the heart of this innovation agenda for our teams.

In my own group, which has a mandate to ‘explore’ technology towards ‘exploitable capability’, we have been working closely with our suppliers in various areas including ‘expeditionary robotics’. We are an innovation hub, reflected in both the platforms and their usage, but also in the acquisition processes, such as BATS – Buy And Try At Scale. Agile by default and ‘speed to deliver’ is critical in driving these innovation. Working collaboratively we can provide shared learning and innovative ways to deliver these capabilities to the end user.

Professor Dame Angela McLean, MOD Chief Scientific Adviser

The Latin word from which innovation derives actually means renewal: a connection that is especially relevant as we embrace the future. Defence and the MOD make a crucial contribution to our national security and are a vital part of our competitive advantage for the UK, by bolstering our security and the effectiveness of our military capabilities, and by supporting our broader economic prosperity. DE&S plays a critical role in nurturing innovation – from science and technology development, to manufacturing and cross-sector innovation partners, and of course from the research and development pipeline and transforming the promise of that innovation, into real-world benefit.
DE&S commercial model harnesses new technology

DE&S commercial manager, Brad Hayward, speaks to Desider about the Buy and Try at Scale (BATS) commercial process that DE&S Future Capability Group (FCG) has developed to enable rapid experimentation into capability of novel technologies.

The DE&S Future Capability Group (FCG) is developing and influencing potential future equipment and technology used by our armed forces by using a forward-thinking commercial process: Buy and Try at Scale (BATS).

The BATS process is an innovative way of driving small scale procurement quickly, for the customer to experiment with ‘in-the-field’ while further developing their understanding of emerging technologies, unpicking Defence Lines of Development (DLODs) – various elements that contribute to the delivery of defence capability and ultimately informing and de-risking future requirements.

DE&S FCG commercial manager, Brad Hayward, said: “There are a multitude of opportunities to challenge standard conventions in order to enable experimentation and procurement in technologies. Supporting the development of future requirements for the armed forces, the FCG team needs to drive efficiencies and innovation in what we do, and how we do it.”

The BATS process operates through the establishment of an overarching framework for the project that ensures industry has completed and signed all relevant terms and conditions up front. This framework then goes into a competitive tender, with selected companies supplying small numbers of platforms and systems for experimentation with the relevant trials units.

Following these experiments, feedback helps to define further experiments. This process of innovate, experiment and feedback is repeated until a mature requirement is established for any potential future operational procurement.

Brad said: “This novel approach to procurement, albeit in an experimental context, has proven a popular solution with industry and has afforded FCG the ability to get the latest technologies into the hands of the customer. This speed of activity goes some way towards bridging the gap between the pace of change in technologies and the requirements for the front-line command’s future transformational efforts.”

The BATS process delivers across several FCG projects while the commercial team continues to develop and improve BATS to fit the requirements and expectations of industry and the armed forces. This experimental journey has delivered some tangible benefits to both the customer and the FCG team, with these dynamic ways of working driving results, learning and innovation in how DE&S can support the future developments of the armed forces.

Brad said: “To drive such innovation at speed, while trying to keep up with the ever-evolving threats and technological advancements, there is a necessity to increase the appetite for risk and operate in a manner that is more proactive, pragmatic and flexible.”

There is a necessity to increase the appetite for risk and operate in a manner that is more proactive, pragmatic and flexible.

Brad Hayward, DE&S Future Capability Group commercial manager
Protecting Royal Navy ships with Mode 5

An innovative system that can detect whether an aircraft, helicopter or vessel is ‘friend or foe’ has been installed on Royal Navy ships operating in the Middle East.

Mode 5 – the next-generation Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) system – recognises potential threats and targets by using advanced cryptographic techniques and world-leading electronic technology. This enables UK land, sea and air units to quickly identify friendly forces. In turn, this allows the UK to operate safely alongside NATO partners across any battlefield and significantly reduces the risk of friendly fire.

The previous system, Mode 4, was removed from service during 2020 and without Mode 5 the UK would be unable to meet its obligations to overseas coalition operations. Delivered by the DE&S Air Platform Systems (APS) delivery team, the System is also being integrated on around 400 aircraft, helicopters and ships.

Last year, APS agreed a contract amendment with Leonardo and their sub-contractors to install Mode 5 capability onto Royal Navy ships deployed in the Middle East on Operation KIPION. Two small teams were deployed to oversee the installations on two mine countermeasures vessels, an RFA in Bahrain and a Type 23 frigate in Oman.

Daren Collis, APS team leader, said: “This was a major planning and logistics task that required excellent communications and the support of multiple stakeholders, which has resulted in a significant capability uplift to the Royal Navy.”

Acceptance trials were completed in December 2020 and the new equipment is now being used in theatre, with allies and other UK units providing an essential defensive capability.

Defence Sourcing Portal goes live

An important milestone in the interaction between defence and its suppliers has been met with the launch of the new Defence Sourcing Portal (DSP).

The portal is now live and is a central access point compiling all MOD ads, pre-qualification and tendering opportunities, and all relevant information on working in partnership with MOD. Using the portal will allow secure online document exchange and clarification management, removing inefficient email and paper-based business practices.

The DSP is a market-leading platform provided by Jaggaer and is widely used across government departments and industry.

Replacing Defence Contracts Online, the DSP reflects a system that is already used internally and enables MOD personnel to manage the opportunity through its journey to becoming a contract in a more effective way.

Graham Hyndman, Director Commercial Improvements, said: “The DSP will significantly improve our procurement activities, streamline processes and modernise the way we do business. It’s important that suppliers register on the DSP so they can view and bid for new opportunities. Feedback has been positive with suppliers stating the portal is intuitive and easy to use.”

Future of RAF BBMF Lancaster secured

One of only two Lancaster bombers still flying today will be given new tailplanes to keep the iconic WWII aircraft airworthy and ensure it can be enjoyed by future generations.

The Battle of Britain Memorial Flight (BBMF) team, part of DE&S Typhoon delivery team, has awarded a £1.4 million contract for routine scheduled depth maintenance as well as the manufacture and replacement of left and right tailplanes for the Lancaster PA474.

Wing Commander Andy March, deputy chief engineer for BBMF, said: “No Lancaster tailplanes have been built since the 1940s and many of the original materials, tools and drawings are no longer available. This means that our engineers will have to be designed and manufactured before work can commence.”

The Tailplanes project represents a huge technical challenge, including work that has not been undertaken since manufacturing ceased. A set of tailplanes from a Lancaster at a Canadian museum have been borrowed to help with the project and will be used as patterns where there are no original Drawings – and the equipment manufacturer chips in to say that’s an easy thing for us to do and we want to make your lives better. We’ll build it and have a new version to you in a few days.”

“The Initial Look Request is now with Solder Training and Special Projects and I’m looking forward to feeding into their work on this.”

MantisX – an empowerment project, not just marksmanship

After securing £130,000 from the Defence Innovation Fund, DE&S has trialled an innovative tool to aid small arms marksmanship, giving the British armed forces the edge on the battlefield while reducing training costs.

Delivered via Bluetooth, the MantisX sensor is fitted to the marksmen’s chosen firearm where the system analyses and evaluates each shot and generates data that is sent straight to the user’s mobile phone.

The innovative system accurately identifies where the shooter can improve, meaning the user can immediately better their performance and accuracy.

Chris Chennell, sensor architect, DE&S Digital, said: “Through some absolutely fantastic collaboration between front-line units, Army HQ, DE&S and our suppliers – enabled through tools like Defence Share – we have managed to add features, feed into future product development and capture the feedback to help bring this into service.

“It really is empowerment in action to see a Corporal make an improvement suggestion, other users to say ‘that’s a great idea’ and the equipment manufacturer chips in to say ‘that’s an easy thing for us to do and we want to make your lives better. We’ll build it and have a new version to you in a few days.’

“The Initial Look Request is now with Solder Training and Special Projects and I’m looking forward to feeding into their work on this.”

An important milestone in the interaction between defence and its suppliers has been met with the launch of the new Defence Sourcing Portal (DSP).
Shepherding initiative delivers leading-edge guidance on defence acquisition

The Weapons Operating Centre (WOC) at DE&S has introduced a 'shepherding' initiative aimed at helping deliver cutting-edge science and technology into defence acquisition.

‘Shepherds’ are appointed to provide the circa 100 industry and academic partners, including Falcon Project, QinetiQ and University of Liverpool, with advice and guidance on the acquisition process to help them understand what is and isn’t possible or realistic as well as transferring knowledge back into the WOC.

It is hoped this support will help more advanced and innovative science and technology get taken from concept through to physical development by getting to understand what cutting-edge science and technology looks like, expand their knowledge and how to incorporate this work into their projects.

“We match enthusiastic staff from the WOC with the scientists and engineers delivering science projects. Innovation is a two-way street and our industry partners appreciate the Shepherds because easy engagement is an important success factor for open innovation. “We want to avoid a situation where there is lots of really impressive ground-breaking science being done in the lab that fails to ever see the light of day. That’s not enough for defence. We need our scientific breakthroughs to make a difference to the armed forces and that means utilising WOC’s most important asset – its staff.”

James Davies, from the Short-Range Air Defence team, is currently a shepherding role, and participates in quarterly review meetings, interrogates reports and makes sure that acquisition insight is included.

He said: “I’ve really enjoyed being involved in the shepherding role within the Weapon Sector Research Framework. I’m currently involved in Noved Falls and Super Lightweight Gun Concepts. My expectation is to understand how these new technologies can be implemented into future systems in the coming years, as well as expanding my personal professional development.”

Nat Reglar, the scientific group, who is studying for a PhD, agrees: “It’s a good place to understand what is and isn’t possible or realistic as well as transferring knowledge back into the WOC.”

Nat concluded “You can only exploit what you know about and shepherding is helping the WOC see the future.”

Artificial Intelligence – the next great era of computing

Chief Digital Information Officer, Nigel Shaw, talks to Desider about his team’s current work on automation and a future with Artificial Intelligence (AI). “AI means computers behaving more and more like humans” says Nigel, “which can be either a frightening or exciting prospect. I personally think we need to be positive and look at how we can exploit these technologies in both the business and battlespace arenas.”

Over the past two years the DE&S digital automation team has been building software robots to perform arduous and repetitive manual tasks, such as cross-checking data accuracy between financial and inventory systems, processing inventory for disposal and conducting line-by-line checks on aircraft parts against airworthiness standards. One of DE&S’ first Robotics Process Automation processes, nicknamed LAURA – Logistics Assistant Using Robotic Automation – has been delivering continual benefit, working in the inventory space to process over 30,000 lines of dispositions for almost two years.

Once built, these robots ‘join’ a team and free up existing team members to perform more valuable analytical and decision-making activities. Nigel believes that by combining smart technology with human insights organisations can transform how they operate at a process level.

“We have a plan to automate over 250 processes over the next five years with 35 already implemented” says Nigel. “We are also starting to use a technology called ‘natural language processing’ (NLP) to analyse large amounts of written text, and we are deploying powerful new tools to analyse large data sets and identify patterns a human would struggle to find.”

Nigel explains this is just the start of the AI journey. When applied to the huge amounts of data created by the digital era, increasingly smart computers will be able to conduct research, identify patterns, prompt decisions and take action.

In the battlespace sphere, an impressive example of this is the new autonomous Mine Hunting Capability (MHC) in the ships domain. AI software allows a single controller to set the high-level mission objective for multiple devices, all of which combine to re-optimise the plan during the mission, collecting real-time information on new threats and performance, communicating with other devices and re-tasking any devices which have completed their mission. Similar intelligence has been built into the anti-drone systems being delivered by the Strategic Enablers domain.

Adrian Bagnall, DE&S deputy CEO, said “We have made some excellent steps in DE&S to begin our AI journey.

We must, however, go further in both environments – this is a matter of business survival for modern businesses and in the battlespace our potential adversaries are investing heavily in AI – we simply cannot risk being left behind. To succeed, we must transition from this being a specialist endeavour to one where our whole workforce can help us identify the opportunities and mitigate any threats AI presents as we chart our course into the Information Age.”
The DE&S Combat Air Strategy Team (CAST) is responsible for providing support to the delivery of the UK’s Combat Air Strategy, including early programmatic and technical work for elements of a sophisticated Future Combat Air System (FCAS).

CAST provides crucial expertise to support MOD Head Office in establishing a complex acquisition programme with international partners – publicly known as Tempest – to deliver the capabilities required when Typhoon starts to leave service from the mid-2030s. This is expected to deliver new capabilities within an adaptable FCAS comprising of highly connected crested and uncrewed aircraft that can be rapidly upgraded through life.

CAST is also playing an important role in supporting early work on innovative combat air solutions through the underpinning FCAS Technology Initiative (FCAS TI) delivered by the RAF Rapid Capabilities Office (RKO). FCAS TI represents a significant Government investment of around £2 billion over 10 years into an agile research and development portfolio to keep the UK at the cutting-edge of Combat Air Systems.

The most high-profile initiative under FCAS TI is Team Tempest: a co-funded demonstration programme between the MOD and industry to jointly work on key FCAS technologies. Innovations from Team Tempest include new radar technology developed by Leonardo that is capable of providing over 10,000 times more data than existing systems. The new sensor will enable the aircraft to capture huge amounts of data – equivalent to the internet traffic of a large city such as Edinburgh – from the battlespace every second. The aircraft will use new sensors to locate and target enemies well before they are targeted themselves.

Additionally, BAE Systems has begun flight testing ‘wearable cockpit’ technologies for Tempest. The concept sees the physical cockpit controls replaced with augmented and virtual reality displays projected inside the helmet visor. Another concept allows a ‘virtual co-pilot’ to take on some of the pilot’s responsibilities, with an ‘avatar’ built into the cockpit to interact with the pilot. Engineers from Rolls-Royce are also developing advanced combustion system technology as part of the company’s power and propulsion work. A next generation combustion system will need to operate at higher temperatures than any previous platform, increasing engine efficiency and meaning it can go further, faster and produce less carbon dioxide. Advanced composite materials are being explored, as these will produce lightweight components capable of operating at these higher temperatures.

Team Tempest reaches beyond defence to bring the very best in innovation from across the UK. DE&S provides programme delivery expertise, working with RAF scientific experts from DoI and industry partners in the collaborative Team Tempest construct, with CAST also acting as the commercial and airworthiness authority.

UK suppliers are transforming to be able to meet the challenges of building the next-generation combat air system and to be sustainable for the future. CAST is enabling and driving this transformation by supporting the implementation of new approaches to deliver complex acquisition and next-generation FCAS capabilities at significantly reduced cost and time.

A new approach to harnessing digital capability and managing software will be central to achieving such targets. To enable this, another exciting focus for CAST support to FCAS TI is PYRAMID, a revolutionary project which aims to reduce the cost and complexity of mission system software for current and future air systems.

Chris Melton, DE&S FCAS TI assistant head, said: “We see PYRAMID as the future for air, and potentially wider defence. Our joint vision is to make it the standard for the UK whilst gaining widespread adoption elsewhere. This will radically transform achieving and maintaining capability advantage, at pace and affordability.”

Recently, CAST delivered a major update to the PYRAMID Exploiter’s Pack, which contains all the information required to develop compliant systems or software components. This is now being distributed to selected early adopters in industry and can be considered for roll-out across current and future air systems.

Elsewhere, CAST is working with RAF, DoI and industry to further develop the RAF’s Lightweight Affordable Novel Combat Aircraft (LANCA) concept that looks to utilise uncrewed platforms to offer increased capability, protection, survivability and information when deployed alongside core combat aircraft. A £30-million contract was announced earlier this year for team Mosquito – another MOD/industry partnership – to design and manufacture a full-scale demonstrator, leading to a flight test programme that will provide evidence on the potential of the LANCA concept.
On operational advantage, making a difference and keeping creative

Buhe Ncube leads the DE&S Defence Growth Partnership programme, where challenging the norm is championed when considering the best solutions to complex projects.

What does your role involve?
I am the project lead for the Defence Growth Partnership programme (DGP) – a cross-sector initiative that co-invests with industry to meet the complex challenges of modern warfare. The initiative supports businesses in proving pioneering technology and maturing it beyond commercialisation to attract further investment and exploit opportunities. Our work is in the pre-concept space working with a wide range of stakeholders, so our armed forces continue to maintain an advantage in the battlespace and to help them consider the evidence gathered to de-risk future capability. I am responsible for delivering innovations that span across defence priorities such as autonomy and immersive training through collaboration and engagement with industry. I am also responsible for delivering another project that aims to demonstrate a fully integrated sensor analytics, data fusion and sensor management system and provide the Army with insight and lessons of its potential use, exploiting the military benefits of technology. Our flexible and collaborative approach in working allows for pushing the technical risk without feeling they would be commercially reinvented.

What about your role is exciting, rewarding or interesting?
The DE&S Future Capability Group continues to be forward thinking and challenge the norm. For nearly three years, I have been part of the experimentation team working with a diverse team of people who are extremely knowledgeable and resourceful. I was briefly deployed for about nine months, to support the cross-cutting team to deliver a deployable additive manufacture workshop facility for the Navy in a short time frame. I am finding it rewarding to regularly see projects from initiation to completion and each day presents a different challenge, and an opportunity to learn something new. It can be incredibly fast-paced and I often need to utilise an array of skills to tackle complex barriers to innovation.

How important to you is teamwork?
Teamwork is essential as everyone is part of a team in either a family, sports or in work. There is an African proverb that says ‘it takes a village to raise a child’ and I believe that a win for one is a win for all. Teamwork ensures that every individual is vital and has a key role to play in contributing to the larger picture. The right combination of skills and abilities can motivate a team to deliver a project or drive organisational change.

How are you helpingembed change in your area?
Implementing the co-investment model encourages collaboration with industry and front-line commands. I engage with small businesses to transpose the innovation strategy into real successes and gain exposure to novel technologies in the market. I build relations across multiple stakeholders across defence and deliver an approach that meets all the wider strategic priorities.

What might surprise people about you?
I lived and worked in the wilderness of Uluru (Ayers Rock), one of the natural wonders of the world and the heart of Australia. I learnt a lot about the Aboriginal community and sampled some kangaroo meat.
£180-million Army vehicle contract protects 700 Glasgow jobs

A £180-million contract awarded to Thales UK will protect hundreds of Scottish jobs over the next 10 years, supplying Remote Weapons Stations (RWS) to the British Army’s new Boxer vehicles. The 10-year RWS contract will protect 700 existing jobs at Thales UK and support 30 apprenticeships.

RWS notifies soldiers of enemy threats via a digital display from the safety of inside the Boxer vehicle – providing extra protection for troops deciding to evade or engage the target.

The system also offers advanced situational awareness through 360 degrees long-range observation cameras to identify and defeat threats while moving at speed.

DE&S director land equipment, Major General Darren Crook, said: “This is another significant step forward for Boxer and I am delighted to see the different threads of the programme coming together. This is a military capability of the future to be proud of.”

Following the same contract for Dreadnought submarines last year, this is Thales UK’s second multi-million-pound contract within 12 months, further showcasing the Government’s commitment to levelling up prosperity and opportunity across the UK.

Minister for Scotland, Iain Stewart, said: “We look forward to working with Thales UK on the delivery of these Remote Weapons Stations, knowing this contract will not only contribute to the safety of British military personnel on the front line, but also support industry growth here in Scotland.”

“Protecting hundreds of jobs and supporting 30 apprenticeships, this £180-million UK Government investment further demonstrates our commitment to supporting the defence sector in Scotland and underscores the many opportunities available within the United Kingdom economy.”

Minister of State for Defence, Baroness Goldie, said: “This £180-million contract with Thales UK will deliver pioneering surveillance and protection for our front line soldiers and our new Boxer fleet. We depend on skills and technology from across the United Kingdom and this order will secure 700 Scottish jobs.

“Our troops face a myriad of new and emerging threats so it is imperative we invest in critical detection-and-destroy technology such as this.”

The UK re-joined the Boxer programme in 2018 and has committed £2.8-billion to deliver more than 500 vehicles to the British Army. The first vehicles are scheduled to be ready for service in 2023.

The contract was awarded to Thales by Rheinmetall BAE Systems Land (RBSSL) and Rheinmetall LandSystmes – Managing Director of Thales Vehicle Tactical Systems and Optronics and Missile Electronics UK, Steven Lockley, said: “Thales’ sub-contract is a great step forward after months of hard work. Working with our strategic partners, Thales is bringing new skills and technologies into the programme, our facilities in Scotland and the UK supply chain.”

Protecting hundreds of jobs and supporting 30 apprenticeships, this £180-million UK Government investment further demonstrates our commitment to supporting the defence sector in Scotland and underscores the many opportunities available within the United Kingdom economy.

Minister for Scotland, Iain Stewart

Going the extra mile to protect British Army troops

The DE&S Future Capability Group (FCG) has been tasked with investigating whether mission-critical supplies can be delivered autonomously to British Army troops on the front line.

Under Project THESEUS members of the FCG team want to establish if the use of autonomous systems can reduce the risk to life of ordering, planning and delivering vital items like food, water and spare parts to the troops over the ‘last mile’ of the battlefield – providing the troops with the ‘last mile’ of the battlefield.

These often short but dangerous journeys are referred to as ‘last mile’ logistics but, in fact, this concept refers to any distance up to 30km.

After direction from the British Army, FCG has adopted a novel approach to garner evidence through baring, testing and supported development, allowing them to shape and deliver a key set of experiments and investigations.

The FCG team has also exploited the innovation, findings and technology demonstrator investigations delivered by the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL) Autonomous Last Mile Re-Supply (ALMRS) project.

Evidence gathered will be used to inform future investment decisions by MOD.

James Morris, assistant head of the FCG pre-concept, said: “Autonomy is becoming increasingly important in the battlespace. FCG is investigating not only the use of self-driving air and ground vehicles but also the autonomous processing, ordering and delivery of fuels, foodstuff and other stores to the troops over the ‘last mile’ of the battlefield – providing the troops with the ‘last mile’ of the battlefield.

James says that in a relatively short time, the small team of experienced staff across multiple functions within FCG has created a potentially ground-breaking model that incorporates commercial frameworks, testing research and development contracts, small-medium enterprise enabling contracts, Buy and Try at Scale (BATS) and large-scale systems experiments.

All this is aimed at delivering the best possible evidence generation while maintaining value for money in an attempt to de-risk future acquisition.

FCG has engaged with a vast amount of industry specialists, drawing on groups set up to support logistics through the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as much wider in the UK supplier base than ever before.

This creation of a community of interest contains more than 50 suppliers of all shapes and sizes, who have developed everything from full systems to novel component parts. Meanwhile, the FCG aims to build on what they do best, and not only prove the concept and shape future requirements generation, but to create an industry base that can work together to build best-in-class systems.

James added: “We are only at the beginning of the journey, and we have a lot of work to do to draw defence together and support multiple front-line commands, trials units, research organisations, Other Government Departments (OGDs) and even No10 strategies, but we take this opportunity now to articulate the THESEUS intent as widely as possible.’’

James Morris, assistant head of the FCG pre-concepts
DE&S currently employs more than 400 apprentices who are learning and developing their skills for a long and successful career within the business. DE&S recruits hundreds of new faces every year on schemes including engineering, finance and accounting, project management and business administration.

Sue Snowball, Entry Talent & Learning Support Lead, said: “We’re always looking for talented and enthusiastic people across all backgrounds to start their exciting and fulfilling career with us. Here in DE&S, we make sure we help you develop your career throughout the organisation and we’re always developing tomorrow’s talent today by providing a great foundation and career progression.”

Meet some of our apprentices, and former apprentices, contributing to DE&S.

**Emily Wilson, Engineering Degree Apprentice**
Emily Wilson has the proud honour of being a two-time apprentice.

She had already completed a level three apprenticeship in civil engineering, worked for a year in that profession and achieved her Eng Tech status – a recognised level of professional registration - before joining DE&S.

She is now in the first of five years of her Engineering Degree apprenticeship, specialising in Aerospace.

The 21-year-old said: “I applied for a lot of apprenticeships in the aerospace sector, but DE&S did have the best scheme available in terms of the company benefits and I think the main reason for me was this sense that it didn’t seem as corporate as other employers.

“The studying is really interesting. Obviously, it’s a step up from a BTEC to a degree so it has been hard, but I have been enjoying it.”

Emily’s ambition is to work on Hercules or A400M aircraft and she is even building a 1:72 scale model of an A400M in her spare time.

Emily added: “I think the main benefits of working with DE&S is the scale of opportunities you actually have.

“There’s so many different things you could be doing and that the variety makes it really attractive.”

**Callum Weaver, Project Professional Apprentice**

It’s absolutely magic for Callum Weaver to be on a DE&S apprenticeship scheme.

The 23-year-old finished sixth form college after completing his exams to pursue his childhood dream of becoming a professional magician.

After five years working for a technology retailer, he joined the organisation as a Project Professional apprentice. Callum keeps up his passion for performing tricks in his spare time, as well as being the president of the Bristol Society of Magic.

Having worked in the Ships domain for his first year, he is now on another 12-month placement with the Submarine Delivery Agency. But are there any transferable skills from magician to project professional apprentice at DE&S?

“It is so transferable because, doing magic, you get to know people and also work with people,” said Callum.

“And also, the performing as well. You are standing up in front of people and showing them something, putting them into a performance and shining a spotlight on them.

“I always think that working within DE&S is all about putting a spotlight on other people and making sure that everyone’s getting the most out of what you’re doing.

“This is going to sound really boring, but what I’ve enjoyed most is just learning. Everyone’s just been so nice and, in the teams that I’ve had the opportunity of working with, the people are just wonderful.”

Debbie Herring, Senior Learning & Development Adviser, said: “We also have a fantastic network of mentors and peer support groups for our apprentices, which is great to see two apprentices already making the most of the support we offer.”

**Emma Quigley, Scheme Manager, Engineering Degree Apprenticeship**

If anyone epitomises the benefit of an apprenticeship at DE&S, it’s Emma Quigley.

The 27-year-old joined the business after doing her A-levels and started her advanced engineering apprenticeship a decade ago, completing it in 2014.

Emma was also MOD Apprentice of the Year, an award presented by a member of the royal family.

Fast forward to the present day and she is the scheme manager for the weapons, nuclear and aerospace engineering degree apprentices studying at Weston College.

Emma, who is also a swift water rescue technician with Longtown Mountain Rescue Team in Wrexham, said: “I found the DE&S scheme and it kind of combined my enjoyment of maths and physics and engineering, but also supporting the armed forces.

“In my current role, the thing I enjoy most is supporting apprentices and helping them with their first steps in their career.

“I had a couple of really good apprentice managers during my time on the scheme - Chris Warn and Kate Perry - and that really helped me with my personal development.

“Having completed an apprenticeship myself, I fully understand the challenges and how difficult it is to gain work experience and study alongside that.

“Having that experience, I’ve brought that forward and feel that I can use that to support current apprentices and develop the existing schemes to make them better and more appropriate.”

**Samuel Maggs, Business Administration Apprentice**

The trust DE&S put in their apprentices has been massively rewarding for Sam Maggs.

The 23-year-old, who is on a placement in the Ships domain secretariat, said: “It’s actually been a real pleasure seeing how the theory that we’re learning for the NVQ has actually applied to real-life situations.

“My proudest moment is almost certainly the commendation I received from the head of the Corporate Services Group.

“At the beginning of last summer, with everybody suddenly being told to work from home, the organisation decided to set up an on-site COVID-19 operations cell and a business support hub.

“People were asked to volunteer to come onto site to provide support for essential workers who couldn’t do their work from home.

“Having only been there a couple of months, but to still be trusted to get that support in the difficult scenario that we were in, and then to have that recognised with a commendation and an award afterwards, was really special.

“The apprenticeship scheme provides a good alternative to those that don’t want to do a degree, who want to go straight into the working world, that may not feel like they’ve got the qualifications or the experience to do so.

“But, on the other end of the spectrum, we’ve got people in the cohort who are already established in a job and wanted a career change.”

**Iona Williams, Former Engineering Advanced Apprentice**

A passion for engineering and hands-on learning was what led Iona Williams to a DE&S apprenticeship.

And, having completed her three-year advanced engineering scheme, she is now a corrosion engineer in Naval Ships Support.

“I chose to be an apprentice at DE&S because I was at college doing an engineering course and I kind of wanted to continue that,” said the 25-year-old.

“I didn’t want to go to university, so I applied for a DE&S apprenticeship and saw they had lots of different domains and quite a variety of stuff for me to get involved with.

“Since leaving the apprenticeship and regrading, I have become a level one engineer and one of the job roles I have taken on is managing the Warpaint publication document, which is used as the main acceptance document for paints that are approved for Royal Navy vessels.”

Iona is reminded of her proudest moment as a DE&S apprentice every time she looks up at the metallic object on the shelf above her home work station.

She explained: “When I was in college, I had free time after completing my assessment piece, so I actually made a cannon. I engraved my name on the side. It moves as well, so I’d definitely say this has to be my proudest moment.”
Innovation is high on the agenda at DE&S. Desider takes a look at some of DE&S’ most inventive projects.

Defence Growth Partnership

The Defence Growth Partnership Innovation Challenge continues to build a strong innovation ecosystem through strategic collaboration with industry partners and academia. The partnership provides innovative and competitive solutions for the armed forces and the final phase of the co-investment challenge – one of numerous Defence Innovation Funded initiatives – aims to prove novel solutions to defence challenges.

The Future Capability Capability continues to accelerate their focus on collaboration with industry through flexible commercial approaches with partners investing £6 million to generate ideas, concepts and skillset to inform the MOD of future acquisition requirements.

Clare Cameron, Director Defence Innovation, said:

"These projects are proving a unique and exciting opportunity for MOD and industry to partner together and rise to the challenge of exploring novel ways of staying ahead of our adversaries. The joint approach not only fosters collaboration but also boosts defence exports and sales into adjacent markets, increasing the number of high-quality jobs in the UK. From cutting-edge realistic air combat training to developing a super-intelligent navigation system, the partner companies have demonstrated commitment and creativity in pursuing dynamic solutions to the complex challenges of modern warfare."

Project Minerva

Future Capabilities Group (FCG) is delivering an autonomous man overboard recovery system – named MINERVA – that can be used to rescue personnel who fall overboard from the Royal Navy’s largest ships. Minerva benefits from automatic take-off and landing, automatic search, location and monitoring of personnel, and carriage and automatic deployment of a life raft. Both the detection and automation systems are being developed by Planck Aeroscience and integration onto the CFX Unmanned Air System is being developed by Malloy. This system could be deployed across several vessels and warships and has the potential for both military and civilian applications.

Recently, successful phase 1 trials were carried out at the Defence Diving School, in which a Deadfred Dummy was deployed across several vessels and warships and has the capability to rescue personnel who fall overboard from the Royal Navy’s largest ships. Minerva can be used to rescue personnel who fall overboard from the Royal Navy’s largest ships.

Expandable Active Decoys

The Air Commodities delivery team have been supporting the delivery of full-sized inflatable target ground assault systems – such as tanks – that are used to provide realistic visual, radar and thermal image signatures of targets for use during training exercises. Targets are permanently located at RAF Spadeadam – the only Electronic Warfare Tactics facility in Europe – and allow tri-service aircrew and NATO forces to perform air-to-ground combat manoeuvres and tactics against a variety of threats and targets they may experience in contemporary warfare. The training simulations allow aircrew to experience a realistic environment to prepare them for situations where it’s necessary to call in accurate air support for soldiers on the ground.

Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) capability

In partnership with Dstl, DE&S has developed world-class hardware named REMIX that jams radio-frequency signals to prevent radio controlled improvised explosive devices (RCIED) from being detonated.

Remix can be used alongside other existing jamming capabilities to protect specialist EOD users in challenging operating conditions. Since achieving full operating capability in October 2019, a total of 34 systems and additional spares have been delivered to the Army and are now in service.

British Army electronic countermeasures advisor for the 521 explosive ordnance disposal squadron, Staff Sergeant Yeoman of Signals (Electronic Warfare) Michael McCallum, said: “Since its introduction, REMIX has seamlessly integrated with our existing capabilities. It is reliable and intuitive and this gives our soldiers confidence in the operation of the equipment. It has been a welcome addition as we look to counter the traditional and emerging radio controlled improvised explosive devices (RCIED) threat.”

Robust Global Navigation System (R-GNS)

DE&S is working with QinetiQ to design and manufacture R-GNS – a next-generation global navigation satellite system receiver. R-GNS will provide defence applications with satellite receiver options that are far more resilient to interference than those found in a phone, watch or car.

The centralised investment in the powerful silicon-chips will make technical solutions available for application projects across defence and even for critical national infrastructure.

QinetiQ plan to manufacture a range of receivers with various capabilities for different applications. The first being the Macro Module: designed specifically for applications where space, weight and power are constrained.

DE&S, Dstl and QinetiQ worked together to design the production of the Macro Module that was approved on time and the team is now preparing to take the design to a foundry to have the silicon chip manufactured.

Nano Unmanned Aerial System

Cutting-edge remote-controlled nano Unmanned Aerial Systems (nUAS) are continuing to be trialled by dismounted close-combat soldiers, in the UK and overseas. Having supplied 80 systems from four industry partners to the Army in 2020, DE&S is preparing to supply another 75 systems to several battalions this summer.

The latest nUAS will offer a great deal more capability than seen previously in the UAS weight class, expanding on the reconnaissance and surveillance build of previously employed systems to also encompass night surveillance, weaponry, observation, target acquisition and communications re-broadcasting. The systems will be deployed on exercises in UK and Cyprus training areas by this summer.

The project is one of several Transformation Funded projects under the FCG Experimentation banner that has been demonstrating the effectiveness of the Buy-And-Try-At-Scale procurement model, which puts technologically advanced equipment in the hands of troops far quicker than would traditionally have been expected.

Digital Twins

DE&S Digital is exploring ways of using the Digital Twins concept to address business requirements. The concept of a Digital Twin effectively means a dynamic digital representation of any part, system or organisation, which enables people to understand how it operates, enables capabilities, responds to change and delivers value:

Digital Twins assume a model-driven approach to better visualise and analyse the impact of change as well as guaranteeing the accessibility to all intelligence gathered. It can provide a medium in defence to collaborate on the development of a capability and then support it as it evolves through its entire lifecycle.

The concept is most advanced on the Tempest programme, where it is being used to design, test and support every single system and structure for Tempest. It is also the basis for BAE Systems’ Factory of the Future at Warton in Lancashire, which uses data from intelligent robots, supply chain databases and machines to streamline the manufacturing of Tempest.

Pylons, manufactured by Leonardo, are positioned underneath the wing and fuselage of the aircraft. The pylons themselves come with digital sensors that can be used to measure the structural health and fatigue associated with the part.

The aim is to provide a single point of aggregation of all data needed to make informed lifting judgements on the pylons, clearly visualising relevant data and enabling different modes of analysis. The purpose is to demonstrate that the Digital Twin can analyse in-service operational data from BAE-managed systems to support any recommendation.

Digital Twins is part of the Defence Innovation Fund that DE&S has developed world-class hardware named REMIX that jams radio-frequency signals to prevent radio controlled improvised explosive devices (RCIED) from being detonated.

Nanowave Systems

Prosperity Fund, which supports innovative, high-growth projects, continues to deliver the most business-ready digital tech in the UK, with a key part of that innovation being in the area of digital twins. Digital twins are the representation of physical assets in the digital world, allowing us to predict and optimise the performance of those assets. The concept of digital twins is not new; the term itself was coined as early as the 1990s by Gerd Knackstedt, who described them as a virtual copy of the real world.

Defence Innovation Funded projects are designed to assist organisations to realise the potential of Digital Twins, from developing new technologies to integrating existing systems.
Graham Russell – reflections on his time with DE&S and RAF

After 40 years in the Royal Air Force Graham Russell looks back at his varied and successful career as he leaves the role of Director Helicopters with pride.

Of all the things Air Vice-Marshall Graham Russell will miss as his time at DE&S comes to an end, the people he has worked with, managed and called both friends and colleagues are top of the list.

The Director Helicopters has retired after more than four years in the key role, 40 years after joining the Royal Air Force. "We've achieved massive amounts at DE&S," he said as he reflected on a varied and successful career both inside and outside the business. "We've achieved huge savings and efficiencies for the department, significant increases in the cost effectiveness and effectiveness of support, and successfully driven some of our procurement programmes against some really demanding timelines and cost profiles.

"But I would say it's always the people that you remember. I have been immensely proud to have been Director Helicopters. "The people within the Helicopters Operating Centre have continuously delivered outstanding results for the front line and for DE&S across the whole of the in-service support arena, as well as in a wide range of acquisition projects. "The positive feedback I received from our customers is testament to their hard work and excellent results. I couldn't have asked for a more dedicated and professional team who have consistently gone beyond what they were contracted to deliver to ensure DE&S met its commitments. So, I can say nothing more than 'Thank You' and I wish all of you success in your future careers.

"Helicopters is one of the few places within DE&S where you get civil servants, contractors and people from all three Armed services mixed together in a blended way, supporting the aircraft. "Every single day there's something where you can say 'I'm really proud of that.' You can see the positive impact on people and the positive impact on what we deliver to the front line."

Graham joined the RAF in 1980 and was sponsored by the force through university, graduating from Salford with a degree in aeronautical and mechanical engineering. That is where his professional foundations were laid, and his ethos of continuous improvement. He added: "Every day is a school day, as they say, and if you don't go away from work thinking cripes, I learned a lot today, you're probably not getting the best out of your potential."

Graham has worked with fast jets, large aircraft and helicopters in support and logistics roles across the RAF and Ministry of Defence. His first job at DE&S started in 1997 on the Eurofighter project, where he became the lead author of the innovative Typhoon Support Solution. A fellow Wing Commander in the team at the time was none other than DE&S CIO, Sir Simon Bollom. From 2003 to 2006, Graham was a team leader on the defence logistics transformation programme. He was C130 Hercules and TriStar delivery team leader (2010-12) and, after a senior engineering role in Air Command, returned to DE&S as Dir Hels in 2016. During his time as OC Engineering for RAF 2 Group, he spent two and a half years in Berlin and was there when the wall came down in 1989. "I've always said every job is what you make it and every job has been special in its own way," he said. "However, the real memories have been forged by people coming together to do amazing things in times of crisis or need, and delivered operational capability in timescales that would not normally be possible. "The occasions that stand out are the significant ISTAR capability upgrades we delivered onto Nimrod at the start of the first Gulf War, the enhanced night-flying capabilities which equipped Chinook just before the Afghanistan deployment, and the additional airdrop capabilities delivered to the C130 Hercules to support disaster relief."

After catching up on some DIY, in retirement Graham plans to get involved in community and welfare projects and is considering part-time mentoring. "Clearly it's going to be a big change, but I am really proud of everything the teams I have worked with have achieved over the years," he said. "I like to think I have 'made a difference,' both in terms of delivering capability and helping people grow, both as a professional and as a person."
DE&S Mine Hunters take future tech to sea

DE&S has recently delivered advanced mine countermeasure systems to ensure the Royal Navy remain a world leader in the vitally important field of mine hunting – a transformative project that is critical to the UK’s security and prosperity.

As announced by Minister for Defence Procurement, Jeremy Quin, two Mine Hunting Capability (MHC) programmes have entered their production phases that will transform the way in which the Navy operates.

The joint UK and French Maritime Mine Countermeasures (MMCM) programme will deliver leading-edge autonomous mine hunting equipment including portable operation centres, autonomous surface vessels, towed sonars and mine neutralisation systems. Additionally, the Royal Navy’s first fully-autonomous mine clearing capability – SWEEP – toes a variety of equipment configurations to generate magnetic, acoustic and electronic signatures behind autonomous boats. Used to defeat modern digital sea mines, the mine-sweeping capability can detect and target ships and submarines and is controlled by a Portable Command Centre which could be based either at sea or on land.

The new systems use novel ways of working, combining uncrewed and autonomous boats, submersibles, robots and a range of potential delivery platforms – including aircraft – to allow personnel to operate at a remote distance from the minefield.

DE&S MHC team leader, Barry Miller said: “The technology DE&S deliver is essential in dealing with an extremely challenging threat that could prevent free movement through vital trade and access routes around the world. Like their land equivalent – the roadside bomb – sea mines can disable or sink ships, submarines and is designed to encourage transformational capability.

Explaining how the team is designed to encourage collaboration, agility and innovation, Barry said: “There is a range of experience within the team, from graduates and apprentices all the way through to Navy operators. This creates a team where a wide range of skills are available, enabling innovation. “One of the challenges for all of us across defence is having the courage to step into the unknown. We are learning to have a greater appetite for risk in this respect – especially the senior leadership who are 100% behind us.”

“DE&S must stay on the front foot in delivering the innovative thinking and novel technology which can defeat current and future mine threats.”
Dambusters 100 challenge

This May, Chris Della Porta and Andy Markham from the DE&S business learning team are raising money for the RAF Benevolent Fund by taking on ‘The Dambusters Ride’ to celebrate the 100th birthday of the last Dambuster Squadron Leader George ‘Johnny’ Johnson DFM. The May marks the 78th anniversary of the Dambusters raid and Royal Air Force Association (RAFA) and RAF Benevolent Fund are organising events to celebrate the centenary of George Johnson who lives in Bristol.

DE&S teams of seven - the same number as a Lancaster crew - are being challenged to raise £100 by running, walking, cycling, rowing or even climbing raise £100 by running, walking, cycling, rowing or even climbing raise £100 by running, walking, cycling, rowing or even climbing raise £100 by running, walking, cycling, rowing or even climbing raise £100 by running, walking, cycling, rowing or even climbing.

Paula Hadfield wins CSC Merit Award

Paula Hadfield, from the Support Directorate support chain modelling team, has recently been awarded the Civil Service Sports Council (CSSC) Merit Award – the highest award that can be bestowed upon a CSSC volunteer. The honour is only for those who have given highly meritorious voluntary service and Paula is only the second female in the South West to ever receive this award since its inception in 1978. Paula has been a volunteer for Yeovil Area association for the last 21 years where she represents members at committee meetings, mentors new event organisers, assists with volunteer training and helps devise policy. Previously winning ‘Volunteer of the Year’ three times, Paula was completely shocked to receive this award.

Paula said: “What a total surprise it was when I received my letter from the CSSC Chair, Mark Fisher. I’m immensely proud to receive this very special award. 2020 wasn’t a great year for any of us, but when I learned I was a recipient of the highly coveted Merit Award, my mood immediately lifted, and I felt so honoured to have been nominated.”

DE&S was recently recognised in Team Defence Innovation’s (TDI) prestigious Excellence Awards in partnership with Allan Webb Ltd (AWL).

TDI is an association that informs defence innovation policy and pilots new ways of working. TDI celebrates cutting edge ideas and collaborative good practice amongst suppliers, customer and defence users showing innovative solutions that demonstrate improvements - or potential improvements - to the Defence chain. DE&S worked with AWL to enable the collection of data across MOD and the supply chain, utilising collaborative working with the ships, obsolescence lead, using research and development as well as innovative adaptation of data exploitation techniques, to develop an understanding of obsolescence risk for each platform.

Dr Matt Darkin, DE&S ships obsolescence lead & DE&S fellow for obsolescence, said: “It was very rewarding gaining TDI Excellence Award ‘runner up’ as this is a defence wide recognition of synergetic innovation in data exploitation and support obsolescence methodology to support and maintain Royal Navy resilience in operations.”

David said: “I needed to present the complex system in a simple way and using my recently learned web development knowledge I created a ‘conceptual’ webpage that allowed Ops Team users to quickly drill down to the detail they need and notify relevant stakeholders.” He explained that because of this system, DE&S has been able to proactively report suspected cases to Public Health England, who shared that they were confident that DE&S internal controls and processes were robust. The system that David developed has now processed over 1,000 pieces of data.

“The system which I created allowed us to present the complex system in a simple way using my recently learned web development knowledge. I created a ‘conceptual’ webpage that allowed Ops Team users to quickly drill down to the detail they need and notify relevant stakeholders.”

Paula said: “What a total surprise it was when I received my letter from the CSSC Chair, Mark Fisher. I’m immensely proud to receive this very special award. 2020 wasn’t a great year for any of us, but when I learned I was a recipient of the highly coveted Merit Award, my mood immediately lifted, and I felt so honoured to have been nominated.”

The Honour is only for those who have given highly meritorious voluntary service and Paula is only the second female in the South West to ever receive this award since its inception in 1978.
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Case Study

Matthew Coates, Corporate Service Group Business Administration Apprentice, gives his insight into some of the benefits of working for the organisation

Name:
Matthew Coates

Job title:
Corporate Service Group business administration apprentice attached to Defence Standardization Team.

How long have you worked for DE&S?
Since February 2020.

Why did you choose to pursue a career in DE&S?
I wanted to give back to Britain and contribute to defence. Public service has always appealed to me and I enjoy working around the subjects and issues that we deal with in DE&S.

What does your role entail?
Defence Standardization team focuses on development: looking at standardisation management policy, business analysis, performance management and information management. I provide business support by organising meetings, taking notes and minutes at those meetings, organising and distributing documents and communications. I also frequently assist in core business matters. I’ve put together corporate team building events, built personnel rosters and distribution tools and ratified NATO standardisation agreements. The work I do is extremely varied and endlessly fascinating.

What are the opportunities to develop and progress within your function?
There are so many opportunities for progression and development within our function. You have the opportunity to learn so many new skills. There are also mentoring programmes that you can apply for. You also have the opportunity to shadow individuals from other professions and other functions to learn more about other sides of the business.

What do you most enjoy about your job?
Contributing to the security and prosperity of the United Kingdom is extremely rewarding. The subjects and issues that we work on are very interesting. The people I work with are first-class professionals and eager to pass on their knowledge.

What’s your ambition?
I would like to rise through the ranks of the Civil Service and make a meaningful contribution to the security and prosperity of the UK while being able to support a family and pursue my interests.

What’s your greatest achievement to date?
I’ve assisted in putting on a virtual corporate event demonstrating the importance of innovation in DE&S with numerous speakers including author and innovation consultant, Elvin Turner, in the middle of lockdown for 300 members of staff at DE&S and led a project to do a similar event.

Why would you recommend DE&S to others as a great place to work?
You contribute to the nation and the world through your work, build a varied and highly relevant skillset and you work with first-class professionals you can learn a great deal from and enjoy working with.

What are the social benefits of working for DE&S?
As a civil servant, you are eligible for membership of the Civil Service Sports Council, giving you access to on-site sports facilities and equipment for a very low monthly price. The main facility in MOD Abbey Wood also has an on-site nursery. After six months, you can join a flexible working scheme, giving you elastic office hours. Finally, the pension scheme is excellent, one of the best in the UK.

SIX GREAT REASONS TO WORK FOR DE&S

Bonuses & Recognition
Pension
Flexible Working
Professional Development
Holiday
Facilities

For more info and job opportunities visit: www.des.mod.uk
Accelerating science to accelerate our planet.
That’s moving forward together.

Partnership is about securing the United Kingdom’s national interests and its future. That’s why at Lockheed Martin, we work with you to defend against strategic threats while strengthening the country from within. Our unmatched capabilities in advanced technology will further a culture of innovation for years to come. Whatever the mission, we can expand what’s possible when we move forward together.

Lockheed Martin. Your Mission is Ours.*